
Today I sat in the world’s quietist forest; 

                                    sat still in a stream cut crevasse  

                                                                                             indent on the side of a mountain. 

It’s soundscape so light that         (ricocheting through the silence)                         every sporadic leaf fall               

                                                                                                perfectly audible 

           and                             my inner tinnitus  

                                                                given       centre stage; 

“silence is deafening” I was reminded of when someone on that TV program said it last night. And 

was reminded of again right then as I sat    in the kind of place that before I’d only fantasized         . 

                     How many hertz?        It didn’t matter.              

                                                                                    Despite of this all I was  

 

                             quite happy        : 

                                                                                  The healing process must first acknowledge the  

wound 

                                                            (s)           

                so I let them sing their little lungs out as I sat there in those woods, knowing that at some 

point soon they too would be silent, deflated  and two dimensional          at which point I could just 

take their flattened forms              and file them      

   in drawer P (for past) and under FRNINHTDWYA (for fucking resolved now I never have to deal with you again).                      

                                                                                                   That in itself made me  

                                                                                                                                                     quite happy. 

                    So I sat smiling in the silence and listened to my whine. 

 I had irresponsibly turned off the road and followed a stream bed up the side of a mountain, turning 

off at the sign which read (in Japanese (but the picture was sufficient for inference)) “Warning: Bears”. I had figured that 

the risk was minimal given the time of year (every good bear should have been curled up in its cave cradling a pot of 

honey and not out on the prowl for potential goldilocks’) and had gone anyway. 

  I had climbed and climbed, following the stream bed up through a turbulent array of dead wood, 

proud fungus and washed out rusty leaves until I reached a barren and dramatic incline.     



 The stream (almost dry to begin with) was dead and gone, and now replaced by a wide expanse of loose 

soil, grit, sand, and only a staggering of the hardiest  arbes lining few and far between. A fair number 

of them rested brittle and dead in the dry winter air. 

                                                                                                          This was where I first met the creeper. 

  If I wanted to paint it dramatic I could say “at the point where I should have turned back” (which is 

what common sense would have decreed (it was a dangerous climb)) but I don’t (and I didn’t). Knotted and criss-crossed under 

the surface of the scattered dirt, the loose rocks and potentially fatal falls were a network of these 

sinuous creepers; winding and binding, up and out of the every which way but back down. They 

burst from the earth, desperately aggressive; clutching at anything they could to prevent their 

reclamation by the ground. Trees were the favoured grappling posts (victims / martyrs) and the creepers 

sprang to them voraciously; rubbed against them, touching them, caressed them, enveloping and 

entrapping them, and eventually strangled them in a processual slow demise throughout which they 

cradled them  

                                                                                                                            all the way down until they 

died                                                                     and lined the hillside with all the other hollow white 

silhouettes of what had once been the hardiest                                        arbes. 

     Half the times I reached a tree             and with my hands begged of it a firm rooted, stiff trunk of 

support                               the tree was dead as                          and I was let down dramatically. 

                              

                                                                It was the creeper roots with which I pulled myself to the top. 

             The forests of Japan have them a wild and untamed sight. The quaint deciduous ambleways 

of small village Kent felt (to one who’d grown up in them) nurturing, safe and motherly; woods I’d (I) happily 

walk(ed) through at night with no torch or flash light to hand. These woods didn’t; there was a 

violence and a danger in the canopy which, as I looked closer saw was        my friend the creeper. 

     It was as if the victim of some social ridicule had remedied their insecurities with angel dust and a 

fine line pen, and scribbled (with a violence) across the tree tops of the woods. Both the ever greens and 

the naked whites sat ensnared in this nightmarish mess (mesh) of a madman’s free form expression in 

creepers who did anything but - for if in “creep” a subtlety’s implied – creep.  

It looked like an angry sea as I observed it from a distance, the view down from my mountain top 

was one of                  perpetual static surge. And I looked and looked   until realised I had too much 

perspective on the matter and would again rather be      close       to the danger            in the mess 

(mesh) from which’s perspective I would not perceive the canopy     (the mess (mesh))  . 

                   So I descended                            again. 

                              This time I took the other slope – a shallower decline in which that tree sea shored 

much sooner so as within minutes I was submerged. 



            This side was not so much bearing pines   but that skeletal white shade of deciduous who 

were  all desperately extending their blanched white phalangies towards the sky     as if each 

imploring the sun to 

                           “come back”      

                                              “we need you” 

 

                      or  

                                         

                                               “help”                                           

 

                                                                               as they were overrun with the creeper (thick black and bicep-

like at its base) snaking its way out from hell.            The creeper  wound round the trunks in ways that 

were almost ornamental – a barbershop pirouette, a trellis or a rose arch bind – but unlike a 

barbershop they didn’t draw blood (even if this was for no more a reason than trees didn’t bleed).  They sprang from 

the earth, decorating white trunks with an uzumaki wind (the kind that doesn’t blow) which just kept going 

and going, constricting and tighteningandbindingandwindingandgoingn 

                                                                                                                      twistingandraining 

                                                                                                                    andsuckinga 

                                                                                                                ndleachingandgaininguntill 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      thetreedies 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                              dead. 

 

                         It was madness. 

I was reminded of that film I watched a time ago          (“uzumaki”)             -           it wasn’t very good 

           The wood’s painted its picture (so dramatic and) so much fucking better. 

                                Nature is what man can only dream of 

                                                            and represent only badly 

and as much a romantic as I am  

               I am well aware 

                    the limitations of my 



                                                              art. 

  

  But I go on 

trying to wrap words around 

                     what cannot be contained 

         The creeper 

                  bursting so frighteningly 

(initially) 

  then winding and binding 

                   with such ornamental 

                             beauty 

                           sometimes  

                                 resolving itself 

                                                                                                                     In a (silence is golden) locked curl 

 

and at other times 

                       

                  bursting into a maelstrom of 

                                 death 

                                       wrapping round 

death 
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: victims of the frenzy of branches breaking (trying to) free                                          and just hanging 

there                  

                                                                                   like a strange fruit. 

                            

                                                      

                                                    Sometimes the creepers wrapped around themselves. 

 

Upon the descent through the skeleton wood, down the mountain whose silence was only broken by 

my footsteps (the leaves had long since fallen on this side) I noticed a reassuring glimmer of resistance to the 

creeper. One tree, a healthy grey; the complexion of ash (an) was fighting back. It had taken the form 

of the creeper’s bind, its branches (budding despite the time of year (pimpled with black vitality)) had adopted the 

creeper’s wind (not the kind that blows). Every time a creeper wound round a branch the reply would be to 

counter the wind with a wind; spitting the creeper’s warped vocabulary straight back at it, a dancing 

death like two snakes entwined in a byzantine ritual of a lovemaking in which one would always die 

at the end and she (my tree) always seemed to be the better off of the two. So mantis like I prayed her 

good luck in the biting off of her partner’s                   head 



         

 until I realised that my girl was just another creeper.  :          The elder ones were black and gnarled  

the young seemed graceful saplings by comparison          -       which they were      -                    of sorts 

                  but tree saplings they were not. 

                                                                    

                                                                                            There was no hope. 

 

 On the plus side                                     

                       my inner tinnitus had been quiet for 

       well over two hours now 

                                and I smiled at this 

 

                       as I left the woods  

 

                                                                         quite happy. 

                                      

                              


